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RE: Materials License No. SUA-917 (Atlas Corporation License for Moab Facility) 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We write on behalf of the Grand Canyon Trust and other parties listed below (collectively 
"Grand Canyon Trust" or "Trust") to supplement the January 11, 1999 petition submitted to the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") pursuant to 10 C.F .R. § 2.206 with regard to Materials 
License No. SUA-917 ("Materials License") held by the Atlas Corporation. This letter also 
constitutes notice of intent to sue under the Endangered Species Act ("ESA"), 16 U.S.C. 
§ 1540(g)(2). Specifically, the Trust claims that the NRC has failed entirely to consider the 
impacts of the Atlas bankruptcy on the likelihood that a revised groundwater corrective action 
plan designed to satisfy existing state water quality standards will be implemented. Because this 
information constitutes significant new information not previously considered, the NRC has a 
duty to prepare a supplemental Environmental Impact Statement under the National 
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. § 4332; 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9 (c)(l)(ii). Similarly, 
the NRC has a duty to reinitiate consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlif~ Service ("FWS") on 
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whether and how the mandatory Reasonable and Prudent Alternative ("RP A") requiring 
comprehensive groundwater remediation will be implemented. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16. Finally, the 
NRC may not issue the proposed License Amendment permitting capping of the site because that 
proposal, without implementation of a revised groundwater corrective action plan, will constitute 
jeopardy in violation of the Endangered Species Act ("ESA"), 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). This 
petition sets forth the facts based on which. the NRC must take actions necessary to insure 
compliance by th~ NRC with the provisions of the Endangered Species Act ("ESA"), 16 U.S.C. 
§ § 1531 et seq., and of the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et 
seq. 

NRC regulations permit any person to "file a request to institute a proceeding pursuant to 
§ 2.202 to modify, suspend, or revoke a license, or for such other action as may be proper." See 
10 C.F .R. § 2.206. "The requests shall specify the action requested and set forth the facts that 
constitute the basis for the request." See id. Pursuant to § 2.202, the NRC is authorized to 
"institute a proceeding to modify, suspend, or revoke a license or to take such other action as 
may be proper by serving on the licensee or other person subject to the jurisdiction of the 
commission an order" specifying a "proposed action" to remedy alleged violations. See 10 
C.F.R. § 2.202. If the NRC determines that the public health, safety, or interest so requires or 
that the violation or conduct causing the violation is willful, the order may provide, for stated 
reasons, that the proposed action be immediately effective pending further order." See id. The 
Atomic Energy Act requires the NRC to manage byproduct materials to "protect the public 
health and safety and the environment from radiological and non-radiological hazards" 
associated with sites like the Atlas pile. 42 U.S.C. § 2114(a)(l). 

The Trust has previously alerted the NRC that it is in violation of numerous provisions of 
the ESA with respect to its administration of the Atlas Materials License by its January 11, 1999 
petition and by two 60-day notice letters, the first on October 12, 1998, and a supplemental letter 
on November 13, 1998. (See Letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission from Grand 
Canyon Trust and other parties on Nov. 13, 1998, attached as Exhibit A to the original January 
11; 1999 petition). Since those earlier notices were sent, however, the Atlas Corporation has 
revealed significant new information regarding its financial assets. Indeed, recent filings in the 
Bankruptcy Court and correspondence between the NRC and Atlas reveal that the assets now 
available for cleanup at this site are less than the amount that both the NRC and Atlas have 
previously agreed was required for surface reclamation alone. Therefore, it is clear that there are 
no funds available for groundwater remediation. 

Specifically, according to the Bankruptcy Plan, the Atlas Moab assets that would be 
transferred to a Reclamation Trustee optimistically would eventually amount to approximately 
$21.6 million. See Atlas Asset Summary, Exh. A. 1 This figure assumes that the Atlas water 

1 The Moab assets are listed in this document at $20.6 million; however, the Surety Bond now has a negotiated 
cash value of$5.25 million, rather than the $4.2 million indicated on the Atlas Asset Summary. See Moab Uranium 
Millsite Transfer Agreement at 3, Exh. B. 
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rights will bring a high price and that land at the site, much of which is either contaminated or 
located right next to contaminated parcels, is marketable at a good price. This figure also 
assumes that Department of Energy will pay 100% of its share of the cleanup cost and will not 
dispute any of the reclamation expenditures. The total figure does not, however, account for the 
significant lag time in getting cash in hand to spend at the site. In fact, the only cash 
immediately available will be approximately $5.25 million used as collateral for the reclamation 
bond and perhaps an additional $1.5 million of old Title X receivables. See Exh. A. The 
additional assets - to the extent that they ever become available - will be realized over a long 
period as assets gradually get sold off and the DOE gradually provides future reimbursements 
under Title X. 

In comparison to the amount available for cleanup, Atlas has previously estimated that it 
will cost approximately $22 million in surface remediation alone. See Letter from Blubaugh to 
Stablein (Feb. 16, 1999), Exh. C. Therefore, the existing Atlas assets - if they bring the highest 
possible value- may cover most of the costs of constructing the proposed cap. However, that 
amount is clearly inadequate to address the cost of groundwater remediation at this site. Atlas's 
consultants, Harding Lawson Associates, have estimated that a low-end groundwater corrective 
action plan would cost approximately $8 million and that a worst-case groundwater remediation 
scenario would cost approximately $28-$29 million. See Letter from Sender to Clark (Feb. 10, 
1999), Exh. D; see also Emsource Inc. Project Description, Exh. E. Recognizing the same 
shortfall, the NRC filed a claim in Bankruptcy Court for a total of $44 million to cover both 
surface and groundwater remediation, estimating groundwater cleanup at $25 million. See NRC 
Proof of Claim, Exh. F. 

Based on Atlas's and the NRC' s estimates, it is clear that if and when a Reclamation 
Trustee is identified to carry out the reclamation plan, it will not have the resources necessary to 
carry out a revised Groundwater Corrective Action Plan.2 It also means that the Reclamation 
Trustee and the NRC will not be able to implement the Reasonable and Prudent Alternative 
("RP A") set out in the FWS 's biological opinion. Notwithstanding this reality, the NRC in its 
Final Environmental Impact Statement has blindly assumed that Atlas will continue to exist as a 
licensee at the site; that Atlas will conduct further studies to develop a revised groundwater 
corrective action plan; and that Atlas will carry out whatever plan is devised and will comply 
with the terms of the RP A within the next ten years. Despite ample information about the 
inadequacy of the Atlas assets provided to the NRC during the course of negotiating the transfer 
of those assets to a Reclamation Trustee, the NRC has never addressed in any way the impacts of 
the Atlas bankruptcy on the funding of cleanup at the site; nor has it analyzed whether or how the 
groundwater remediation program will ever be planned or carried out. 

Both the FEIS and the biological opinion are based on unfounded assumptions about the 
likelihood of groundwater remediation, and, therefore, both the FEIS and the biological opinion 

2 Indeed, Atlas's bankruptcy attorney has made quite clear that existing Atlas Moab funds will not be available to 
do any active groundwater remediation. See Exh. D. 
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are fundamentally flawed as agency decision documents. Therefore, at this point in time, 
knowing that the existing funds are insufficient to cover groundwater remediation and to 
implement the RPA, the NRC has an obligation under both the ESA, 50 C.F.R. § 402.16(b), (c), 
and NEPA, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(l)(ii), to analyze this significant new information and to 
explore how it will fulfill its obligations under the ESA to prevent jeopardy and to conserve 
endangered species since Atlas is utterly incapable of implementing the required RP A. The ESA 
provides that an agency must reinitiate consultation when "new information reveals effects of 
the action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not 
previously considered" or when "the identified action is subsequently modified in a manner that 
causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in the biological 
opinion." 50 C.F.R. § 402.16(b), (c). Similarly, NEPA requires supplementation of an 
environmental impact statement whenever "there are significant new circumstances or 
information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its 
impacts." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(l)(ii). Because these procedural requirements have not been 
satisfied, the NRC may not issue its license amendment. 

Moreover, because the implementation of the RPA is an absolute condition of the 
biological opinion, failure to implement the RP A is a per se violation of the NRC's duty to 
prevent jeopardy under 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). Because the RPA cannot be implemented by 
this licensee or its successor in interest, the NRC may not issue a license amendment without 
causing jeopardy to the fish and violating the ESA. 

Accordingly, by this petition, the Trust requests the NRC to take immediate action with 
respect to Atlas Materials License SUA-917 as follows: 

1) Suspend the issuance of a license amendment to permit surface reclamation of the 
site until an effective groundwater corrective action plan has been developed and 
financing of that plan arranged; 

2) Initiate a supplemental NEPA process to address cash shortfalls caused by Atlas's 
bankruptcy and to evaluate how groundwater remediation will be carried out 
without adequate licensee funding; and 

3) Reinitiate consultation with the FWS to address whether, when, and how the 
proposed RP A requiring groundwater remediation can be implemented, given the 
lack of licensee funding to pay for implementation of that RPA. 

According to its regulations, the NRC may take immediate action if the public health, 
safety, or interest so requires. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.202(5). The public interest clearly supports 
immediate action. The degradation of the Colorado River in the vicinity of the pile threatens 
endangered species, preservation of which Congress has afforded "the highest of priorities." 
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See Tennessee Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 174 (1978). This emphasis was part of 
Congress' recognition that endangered species, once extinct, are irreplaceable. The degradation 
of the environment caused by the Atlas site also threatens not only endangered fish, but also 
public health and the well-being of the Colorado River, the main water source of the 
southwestern United States. Small businesses, recreationists, and residents, including the parties 
listed below, use the river near the Atlas site for recreation, swimming, drinking, and other 
purposes. The public interest in a prompt, long-term cleanup that guarantees groundwater 
remediation and that sufficiently protects endangered species, human health, and the 
environment indicates that immediate action by the NRC is appropriate to address the impacts of 
the Atlas bankruptcy on implementation of a groundwater corrective action plan. Accordingly, 
the Trust respectfully requests that the NRC grant its petition and institute the proposed actions 
without further delay . 

The names, addresses and telephone numbers of the parties filing this petition are: 

Grand Canyon Trust 
2601 North Fort Valley Road 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
(520) 774-7488 

Dave Bodner 
501 East Center Street 
Moab, UT 84532 
( 435) 259-7035 

Ken Sleight 
Pack Creek Ranch 
P.O. Box 1270 
Moab, UT 84532 
( 435) 259-5505 

Joseph Knighton 
604 Bartlett Street 
Moab, UT 84532 
(435) 259-5154 

Colorado Plateau River Guides 
P.O. Box 344 
Moab, Utah 84532 
(435) 259-8077 

3-D River Visions, Inc. 
R. Dirk Vaughan 
K. Devin Vaughan 
M. Darren Vaughan 
P.O. Box 67 
691N.500 W 
Moab, UT 84532 
(435) 259-5101 

Sierra Club 
2273 South Highland Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
(801) 467-9294 
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Counsel for these parties are: 

Susan Daggett, Robert Wiygul and Marie Kirk . 
Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund (formerly the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund) 
1631 Glenarm Place, Suite 300 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 623-9466 

Cullen Battle 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 S. State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
(801) 531-8900 

Gabrielle Sigel 
Jennifer A. Burke 
Jenner & Block 
One IBM Plaza 
330 N. Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60611 
(312) 222-9350 

Also joining this petition is: 

Grand County, Utah 
Harvey Merrell, Chair 
State of Utah 
125 East Center 
Moab, Utah 84532 
(435) 259-1347 

Counsel for Grand County, Utah are: 

Gabrielle Sigel 
Jennifer A. Burke 
Jenner & Block 
One IBM Plaza 
330 N. Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60611 
(312) 923-2758 
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We appreciate your attention to this petition and look forward to your timely response to 
these claims. Please contact us should you have any questions. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
Susan D. Daggett 
Robert Wiygul 
Marie A. Kirk 

• cc: 

• 

Joseph J. Holonich 
Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch 
Division of Waste Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

Mr. Robert M. Baker 
Regional Director 
National Park Service 
U.S. Department of Interior 
12795 Alameda Parkway 
P.O. Box 25287 
Denver, CO 80225-0287 

Ralph Morganweck 
Regional Director 
Region 6 
Box 25486 
Denver, CO 80225 

Robert D. Williams 
State Supervisor 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

. U.S. Department oflnterior 
Lincoln Plaza, Suite 404 
145 East, 1300 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
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William J. Sinclair 
Director 
Division of Radiation Control 
Department of Environmental Quality 
State of Utah 
168 Nmih 1950 West 
P.O. Box 144850 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-4850 

Atlas Corporation 
370 Seventeenth St., Suite 3150 
Denver, CO 80202 

Steve Taggert 
c/o Representative Christopher Cannon 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Shawn Parken 
c/o Senator Robert Bennett 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

J.J. Brown 
c/o Senator Orrin G. Hatch 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Senator Harry Reid (D-NV) 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ) 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Kelly Janosec 
Grand Canyon Trust 
2601 North Fort Valley Road 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
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Anthony J. Thompson 
David C. Lashway 
Frederick S. Phillips 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge 
2300 N St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

Paul Boudreaux 
United States Department of Justice 
Environmental Division 

· 601 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Room 5000 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Marjorie Nordlinger 
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Mailstop 015B 18 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Gina Guy 
Steven M. Hoffman 
Office of Regional Solicitor 
Department of Interior 
755 Parfet, #151 
Lakewood, CO 80215 
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. UNITED STATES BA.~KRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

INRE: 

ATLAS CORPORATION, 
a Delaware corporation 

· EIN#: 15-5503312 

: ATLAS GOLD MINING INC., a Nevada Corp. 
EIN#:84-1023843 

ATLAS PRECIOUS METALS INC .. , a Nevada 
Corp., EIN#: 87-0400332 

Debtors .. 

) 
) 
) 
)-
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 98-23331 DEC 
Chapter 11 

Case No. 99-10889 DEC 
Chapter 11 

Case No. 99-10890 SBB 
Chapter 11 

, (Jointly Administered Under 
Case No. 98-23331 DEC) 

MOAB URANIUM MILLSITE TRANSFER AGREEMENT 

Atlas Corporation ("Atlas"), the Official Unsecured Creditors Committee (the "Committee"), 
: Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"), the State of Utah ("Utah") and ACST AR Insurance 
. Companies (" ACST AR"), for their Moab Uranium Mill and (Millsite) Transfer Agreement, hereby 
·.agree as follows: 

1. Atlas filed its petition for relief under Chapter 1 l of the Bankruptcy Code on 
' September 22, 1998. Atlas Gold Mining Inc. and Atlas Precious Metals Inc. filed their petitions for 
:.relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code on January 26, 1999. Since the date of the filing 
·of their petition5, the Debtors have been operating as Debtors in Possession. Atlas has filed its Plan 
·.of Reorganization on March 30, 1999 with the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of 
·Colorado. The Definitions as contained in Article I of the Plan.as filed are attached herein as Exhibit 
·.A and incorporated herein by reference. The references to Class numbers are to the March 30, 1999 
~Plan. 

2. The Debtor, the Committee, NRC, Utah and ACST AR, the issuer of the bonds 
:securing the obligations of Atlas, have reached an agreement, subject to Court approval of this 
:agreement and confirmation of a Plan of Reorganization consistent with the agreement, which 
~esolves the issues raised regarding the Moab Millsite induding the treatment of the cl~ ofNRC, 
Utah and A CST AR under the Plan of Reorganization. Such claims shall be treated in the plan as 
below stated: · 

3. Treatment of the Claims of the NRC and Utah: 

Page -1-
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A. The Allowed Claims of the N RC and Utah for Reclamation of the Moab, 
: Utah Millsite shall consist of a separate impaired class under any Plan of Reorganization. The Class, 
currently designated as Class 4 under the Plan as filed, shall be comprised of any and all civil, 

. · administrative or bankruptcy claims of any kind or nature, whether filed, tinfiled or to be accrued, 

. known or unknown based upon any and all federal, state or municipal rules, regulations, statutes, 
· license or permit requirements, whether now in existence or enacted in the future by the NRC and 
· Utah, or any other entity with the same or similar claims with respect to any construction, operation, 

maintenance, possession, transfer and/or final reclamation, decommissioning, remediation· or 
corrective action associated with facilities, roads, improvements and waste materials disposal and 

·; containment at the former uranium processing mill site owned by Atlas on the Moab land, or in any 
way related to the Mill or the Mill Operations. Atlas' Moab Cleanup Obligations are secured by 

i bond number 5652 issued by ACSTAR in the amount of $6,500,000. 

B. A Reclamation Trust (Trust) shall be established by NRC, with concurrence 
· 'from Atlas and the designated representative of Utah, on or before the Effective Date under the 
; . guidelines and regulations of NRC. The Reclamation Trustee shall be selected by NRC with the 
'agreement of the designated representative of Utah. IfNRC and Utah cannot reach agreement on 

'. the terms of the Trust or on the choice of the Trustee: 

1. The Trust shall nonetheless be established, and the trust instrument 
. establishing the Trust shall reflect all of those matters on which NRC and Utah can reach agreement; 

and 

2. An Interim Trustee, selected by NRC, shall be appointed for a period 
·not to exceed 180 days after the Effective Date; and 

. 3. NRC and; Utah shall continue to negotiate on those areas on which they 
; . cannot reach agreement; and 

. 4. Once NRC and Utah reach agreement on matters on which they cannot 
·:presently agree, the trust instrument 'establishing the Trust shall be amended to reflect those 
: subsequent agreements; and 

5. Atlas shall transfer the monies and assets to the Trust on or before the 
; Effective Date a5 are called for under this Moab Uranium Millsite Transfer Agreement, 
· notwithstanding the possibility that the trust instrument establishing the Trust may be amended after 

:: the date of this agreement, after the date of the disclosure statement, or after the Effective Date; and 

6. The assets transferred to the Trust under the terms of the P.lan shall be 
; ·held in compliance with the regulations and requirements of NRC as stipulated in a, Modified 
· License Transfer Order and shall be distributed or utilized in accordance wi:th the regulations, 
. Modified License Transfer Order requirements, and requirements or NRC as stipulated in a Modified 
·License Transfer Order and relevant Trust documents according to the authority of the Reclamation 

Page -2-
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Trustee. 

. C. On the Effective Date of the Plan, Atlas shall transfer to the Trust the 
: following assets in full satisfaction of any and all claims of any kind and nature held by the Class: 

The transfer of all assets shall be by quit claim deed or the equivalent without any 
i representations or warranties of any kind. 

1. Title X Receivables for past claims; minus up to $675,000 which may 
be received from the Department of Energy in 1999; 

2. 50% of any net recovery from collection of the disputed Title X claim 
· for mill dismantling performed by American Reclamation and Dismantling Inc. (ARD Claim);· 

3. Any and all rights of Atlas' to Future Title X Receivables; 

: 4. Atlas' Water Rights located at the Moab Land, listed as 6.3 cfs from 
: the Colorado River, Grand County; Utah, Water Right No. 01-40, Application 30032, Certificate No. 
'60111;. 

5. Atlas' Possible Water Rights in the following: 

A. Water Right Number 01-1121 ·for 31 acre-feet, a segregation 
'application from Water RightNumber 01-40; 

B. Water Right Number 09-199 for 3 .3 3 cfs in the San Juan River; 

Monticello Mining District; 
C. Water Right Number 05-982 for .015 cfs for a well in the 

D. Water Right Number 99-32 for .004 cfs from Seep Springs 
,(approx. 4 miles from Fry Canyon). 

6. Atlas' interest in that certain real property owned by Atlas and 
,i;onsisting of approximately 430 acres, located in Grand County, Utah together with all buildings, 
·structures, improvements, appurtenances fixtures and easements, herein referred to as the "Moab 
.Land"; 

7. ACST AR shall transfer the sum of $5,250,000 to the Reclamation 
Jrust in full and complete satisfaction of the obligations under Bond #5652 and upon receipt of said 
:payment, NRC shall provide to ACSTAR a full, final and complete discharge of all of ACSTAR's 
:9bligations at the Moab Site and· ACST AR' s surety bond issued in connection therewith; the form 
.of said release to be mutuaily acceptable to NRC and ACST AR; 
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8. Stock comprising two and one half percent (2.5%) of the stock of the 
. Reorganized Atlas shall be issued to the Reclamation Trust;' and 

9. All records, documents, studies, data, and other information with 
: respect to construction, operation, maintenance, reclamation, decommissioning, remediation or 
, corrective action associated with facilities, roads, improvements and waste materials disposal and 
·. containment at the Moab Utah Millsite. The Reclamation Trust assumes the rights and privileges 
· of Atlas with respect to those documents, studies, data and information. However, Atlas and/or it~ 
representatives shall retain the right of access, inspection and copying of said documents on an as 

: needed basis. 

, D.. The Class claims shall be satisfied in full by the transfer of the stock and 
',.assets provided in this paragraph. NRC and Utah shall waive and release any and all civil, 
: administrative or bankruptcy claims against Atlas, the Reorganized Atlas, and their officers, 
directors, employees, agents and representatives. Upon transfer of the assets to the Reclamation 

; Trust, the Reclamation Trust shall assume the obligations of Atlas, in accordance with the terms of 
: a Modified License Transfer Order to be entered into by NRC and the Reclamation Trustee on 
: ! behalf of the Reclamation Trust, on or before the effective date of the Plan. The license issued to 
;:Atlas by the NRC relative to the Mill and Mill Operations shall either be terminated or transferred 
to the Reclamation Trust in accordance with the terms of the Modified License Transfer Order . 

·,:Atlas obligations shall be limited to executing any and all documents necessary to effectuate the 
: I terms of the Plan. NRC and Utah shall release any and all claims to any remaining assets of Atlas, 
· · API'vll and/or AGMJ:, including but not limited to any cash, mining properties, equity interest and/or 
,potential insurance recoveries, except as to its rights as a shareholder of the Reorganized Atlas as 
: referenced above; · 

4. Treatment of the Claims of ACSTAR: 

The allowed secured and unsecured claims of ACST AR shall consist of a separate class, 
designated as Class 5 in the Plan, providing for specific, impaired treatment of its secured and 

· · contingent unsecured claims. 

A. A sub-class shall provide for the treatment of the ACST AR secured claims. 
This Class claims shall be comprised of the Allowed Secured Claim of ACST AR. ACST AR has 

·'issued bonds to secure the environmental cleanup obligations .of Atlas and certain of its subsidiaries 
·.including AGI'vll and API'vll, including its obligations relating to the Moab Land, Mill and and other 
··cleanup sites. ACSTAR shall be issued stock inthe Reorganized Atlas comprising two and one half 
·percent (2.5%) of the stock of the Reorganized Atlas in satisfaction of its satisfying the obligations 
'. under Bond #5652 to the Class 4 Claimants. The 2.5% stock interest shall be held in escrow by an 
:·escrow agent mutually acceptable to ACSTAR and the Reorganized Atlas. 
,. 

B. Allowed Unsecured Claims of ACSTAR. The ACSTAR claims against Atlas, 
AGMI and.APMI are cross-collateralized. ACSTAR h_as issued bonds to secured the cleanup 
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'· obligations.of Atlas·, AGiVU and APMI on properties other thrui:the Moab, Utah site. The Class 5 
Claimant shall have a claim for its actual losses. in excess of the remaining ~ecurity ACST AR holds 
on the bonds not to exceed $500,000. For purposes of voting and detemiining· fea5ibility the claim 
shall be estimated at $500,000. If the bonds issued by ACStAR to secure the Cleanup Obligations 
at the Gold Bar Property is terminated without being called, ACSTAR's Allowed claim shall be $0 
and its stock interest in the Reorganized Atlas shall be transferred to management,"ptirsuant to the · 
terms of a Management Compensation Program, to be contained in the Plari of Reorganization. Any 
and all cash then held in escrow in excess of the losses ACSTAR has then incurred,. plus the face 
amount of the then remaining ACST AR bonds, if any, shall .be released to the Reorganized Atlas. 

' . 
i: ACSTAR shall retain.its rights under the Colorado State Hanle Escrow Account, currently 

containing $250,000 in proceeds from the sale of Cornerstone, pursuant to the previous' Court Order 
approving the sale of Cornerstone, and the letter of credit posted to secure its bond obligations, · 
unless said letters of credit have been called prior to the confirmation date in which case the rights 
shall attach to the cash proceeds from said letters of credit. Any claim of ACST AR that its claims 

;i are entitled to treatment as an administrative expense, under any theory, and any potential claim 
;, against Arisur, shall be waived. 
/' 

5. Upon Court approval of this Transfer Agreement, but prior to Confirmation of the 

" 
Plan of Reorganization, ACST AR shall be authorized to draw the letter ·ofcredit in the full amount 

' of $5,425,000. Atlas will assist ACSTAR in obtaining the funds, or drawing on the letter of credit 
The Letter of Credit is fully secured by restricted cash currently being .held by Merrill Lynch. The 

i. cash proceeds of the letter of credit along with any and all interest accruing on the cash shall be 
deposited in the escrow account established at Colorado State Bank, Denver, CO. Upon the effective 
date of the Plan or as provided in paragraph 11 below, whichever is applicable, $5,250,000 shall be 

, paid over to the Trust from the escrow account. The balance shall be held and distributed in 
I . 

;' accord;mce with the terms reflected above regarding thetreatment of the ACSTAR claim . 

, 6. Atlas has filed a Plan which incorporates the terms of this agreement in their entirety. 
i; Atlas shall file separate Plans for ·Atlas Corporation, Atlas Precious Metals Inc. and Atlas Gold 
:! Mining Inc. and a consolidated Disclosure Statement for all three Debtor entities on or before April 
:. 30, 1999. The Plans shall each include an Effeetive Date for the Plan· of thirty days after 
:j Confirmation of the Plans. 

. . 

7. NRC, ACSTAR, and Utah agree to support and vote in·favor of any Plan proposed 
:· 

1, by Atlas which incorporates the terms of this agreement in..its entirety and any Plan of Atlas .Precious 
:; Metals Inc. and Atlas Gold Mining Inc. which incorporates the Atl~s Plan. 
:i ·:·. 

8. In addition,. ACST AR and the U~ecured Creditors Committee agrees to ·support and 
' vote for ·a Plan of Reorganization for Atlas Precious Metals Inc. ··and Atlas Oold Mining Inc. that 
: . provides for Pro Rata treatment of any and all inter-company payables on par with any other general 
· unsecured creditors. · 
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9. The Unsecured Creditors Committee agrees to support and vote for a Plan of 
, Reorganization that incorporates Ws agreement in its entirety but reserves the right to object any 
,other provisions of any Plan of Reorganization. 

10. Upon Court approval of this agreement, it shall be binding on all parties to the· 
agreement, and successor~ and assigns, including but not limited to a Chapter 11 or Chapter 7 
, Jrustee appointed in any of the above captioned matters. All parties agree to take all steps 
.,reasonably necessary to effectuate the tenns of this agreement and take no actions during the interim 
period in contravention of this agreement. · 

11. If a Plan of Reorganization, consistent with the terms of this agreement is not 
confirmed by December 31, 1999 but an Order approving this agreement has been e.ntered by the 
·Court, the agreement as to .the treatment of claims of NRC, Utah .and ACST AR shall still be binding 
:,on the parties. Atlas shall at that point in time, .if a Plan has not been confirmed, transfer the above 
,assets (refer to 3.C) to the Reclamation Trust, with the exception of the stock in the reorganized 
·Debtor, in full satisfaction of any and all civil, administrative and bankruptcy claims as referenced 
above. Should a Plan of Reorganization be approved at a later date, Atlas shall at that time transfer 
,the stock to ACSTAR and the Reclamation Trust as referenced above. 

. z~1"-
Dated this day of April, 1999 . 

ATLAS 

.ATLAS P 
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ATLAS CORPORATION ~ 

RICHARD'£. iLUBAUGH 
Vice Pr15idtnl Ennromnental 
tlDd G!JTCT'\Ullttlbl Afl'a.in 

February 16, 1999 

N. King Stablein, Acting Chief 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
High-Level Waste and Uranium Recovery 

Projects Branch (MS-T719) 
Division of Waste Management, ONMSS 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

L '<.JG,,• c.--

Republic Plaza, ~70 Seventeenth Sb:ect, $\lite 3050 
Den~r, co 80202. 
Telepnor.g: (303) 6'.29·2440 F.:i~; (303) 629·2«5 

Via Facsimile (301) 415-5397 

Re: License No. SUA-917, Docket No. 40-3453; Reclamation Costs and Fundini 
Sources 

Dear Mr. ·stablein: 

We appreciate the opporrunity afforded Atlas to meet with Messrs. Miraglia, Paperiello, 
Holonich aOO. the other participants in the Fcbniary 12, 1999 meetilJI r:equC$te.d by Atlas. >J 
requested during this meeting, the following is a further explanation of the surface reclamation 
cost estimate of $22 million and the sources of funding projected by Atlas to cover these costs • 

$million 
.24 

2.71 
5.01 
8.40 
1.18 
1.10 

.70 

.40 
1.67 
.78 

$21_19 
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• N. King Stablein, NRv 

Costs md Resources 
February 16. 1999 

HILRS CORPORRTLON 

2 

The resources available to Atlas that would be allocated to the Moab reclamation are shown 
below. 

Resource $million 
Restricted Cash applied against the existing surery 4.225 
DOB reimbursement of 56% of funds expended (0.561 x $2.2.'l 12.45 
million) 
Land value of releasable and salable property (estimate) 1.28 to 2.26 
Water rights on Colorado River (estimate) 1.18 ro 1.63 
U!lP&id Claims for Title X funds 1.84 
Total ~0.98 to 22.41 

Also. as discussed durlna lhe meetinr, Atlas bas initiated a proposal for· consideration by the 
l>epartmi=nt of IntcriQr and orhets that would reduce the cost or reclamation by modifying the 
cap to more directly satisfy the minimu.tn 200 year standard, thus eUminating placement of 
much of the rock armor. This approach could be considered "Interim" thus minJnUzing 

. . ~oneerns a.bout irretrievable and irreversible conuniunent of resources and could reduce die 
.. -,.-,-:--<·-/~-cost between $3 and $4 million. ·:_::~} ;< 

_:. ·:: As this matter is of extreme importance to Atlas, we tequcst your urgent atte_~on and response. 
:. ~ ...... ; :\ .- .. . . _.,: 

•• 
~g~. ~f 
Richard E. Blu~angli . ;-" 

.. ·. ~ 
... •. 

' -~-.· . 

cc: Anthony Thompson. Esq. 
Oreu Shafter 

. ,·· 

·-:-· ·"·' 
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SENO~R & WASSERMAN, P. G. 
ATTORNEYS 9. COUNSE:.LOFIS AT LAW 

1999 BROADWAY, SUllE 2~05 

. OE:NV~R. COLORADO 80202 TE:LEPHONE: 
(30312Q6-l!il9Q 

TEl.ECOPltR 
l303l 296•71500 

HArlVEV SENDER February 10, 1999 
~I.SO MCMEER OF NEW IH~ICO B,A.A 

e-mail: sMdM<Ulsendwass.com 

Robi:rt Clark, Esq. 
Assistant lJ, S. Attorney 
1961 Stout St #l 100 
D~nvcr, CO 80294 

RE: Atlas Corp. 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

In accordance with our conversations recently, the purpose of this letter is to summm-iie the 
status of lhe Moab situation and options currently available. As you arc aware, the NRC, despite 
representations to the contrary, ha~ slill not acted on the proposed license amendment. In addition, 
~s reflected in the liquidation analysis previously forwarded to you, both the NRC and the State of 
Utah haw filed large and troublesome clain1s seeking admh1istrative priority, $44 million arid $77 
mil1ion respectively. The Utah claim objection should be filed by the end of the week. I hope to 
have a copy for you before the meeting on Friday. Similar claim objections and related motions as 
to the NRC claim should be ready to be filed shortly thereafter. 

As we have .discussed, the continuing delays in the approval process, Ct.)rnbined with ·the 
uncc11ninty about the nature of the remediation of the ground water, has driven up the price of any 
proposed third party remediation, The current estimate for surface reclamation, only, is 
approximately $22,000,000. This cost is marginally achievab1e by allocating all of lhe potential 
Monh related assets to the reclamation. The ground water cost estimates range from $500,000 to 
$29,000,000. The $500,000 number involves a ground. water corrective action p1an a.nu the 
cstahlishmenl of alternative concentration limits withoµt any furt11er remediation. The $29,000,000 
number involves not only prevention of ground water seepage but pumping and treating the ground 
water. There are two other ground water seepage proposals presented by HLA at costs of $7.5 
million nnd $8.S million respectively. 

The EMSOURCR bid or $27,775,000 combines the surface reclamation only bid with the 
rigks of tL'>suming Lhe liability, new bonding, and environmental and stop-loss insurance. The price 
is simply not feasible for Atlas; In addition, one of the preconditions is the deposit of 50% of that 
amount, i.e. $13.87 million, into the standby trust. Clearly payment of that sum by Atta..~ is well 
beyond the rcnlm of possibilities. 

The following reflects the available options to resolve the dispute, short of ch\ims liliga\i.on 
in the Bankruptcy Court over the amount and prio1ily of the claims of1'i'RC and the State of Uta~ In 
ad<lilion Lo objecting to lhe claim of the NRC,-should it be necessary, Atlas would file a motion 
seeking to abandon tho site under 11 U.S.C. 554 and to reject the license as an cxecutory contract 
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under 11 u.s.c~ 365. 

1. Atlas transfers the land, the water rights and Title X receivables for future claims into the 
standby trust. The existing cash allocable to the bond would also go into the trust. The trust 
would hire Harding Lawson Associates (HLA) or some other contractor to do the surface 
rcc.h:unation und gfound water to the extent it is limited to alternative concentration lirnils. 
To the cxt~nt a different solution to the groundwater issue is selected, additional funding for 
the trust would have to be obtained from federal or state sources. Upon transfer of the assets 
to \he trust, Atlas would be released of any further liability. 

2. Atlas transfers the same assets into the trust. The surface reclamation is per(ormcd based 
upon a 200 year design standard rather than a 1000 year design standard and is considered 
nn interim design. This reduces the surface reclamation cost by $3 to $4 million. The 
additional rt:!sources are used to address groi.md water or other remediation issues. All of the 
other terms, as rcl1ectcd it1 option one above> remain the same. As you know, there is 
currently propo~ed legislation to move the site and limit the liability of Atlas. This 

. alternative should be attractive to the groups supporting such a move as it provides both a 
substantial time period to obtain the authorization and funding for movi11g lhe site and 

. provides for n less expensive ground cover to be removed at a later date. 

3. IfNRC insists on the 1000 year ground cover and a ground water resolution in the $5 to $7 
million dollar range, Atlas and NRC w1..'luld agree on an organized default and tem1ination of 
the license, Atlas would transfer the land and the rights to receive Title X receivables for 
f uturc claims into the lrust. NRC would pr~sumably call the bond and transfer lhe proceeds 
into the trust. NRC may have an agreed general unsecured claim and not an administrative 
claim. NRC would share pro rata with the other creditors in ll1e distribulion to unsecured 
creditors . 

Finally, it should be obvious that any cost effective and feasible solution requires either tho 
ngr~cme11t of the State of Utah or the join<ler by the NRC in the claim objection on grounds of federal 
preemption. 

r will be happy to address any questions or concerns at the meeting on Friday. If we can 
rcnch ugr~cmcnt \n concept on one of these options quickly, we can then move forward to deal with 
clarHicalions and the necessary details to seek Court a proval. · 

cc: Grt!gg Shafter 
Tony Thompson 
Howard Tallman 
Richard Blubaugh 
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EMSOURCE Inc. 

Project Description for Underwriting Revie"v 

Site: Atlas Corporation (11oab, UT Uranium Nlill) 

1. Introduction 

On September 22, 1998, Atlas filed a voluntary petition for protection under Chapter 11 
of the Bankruptcy Code. Atlas retained EMSOURCE to structure a liability transfer 

. proposal for the Moab, Utah site. Accordingly, the proposed EMSOURCE program for 
Moab will be subject to review by the United States Bankruptcy Court, Colorado District 
and the U.S. Attorney. . 

2. Tailings Pile Remediation Cost 

The Atlas Reclamation Plan for Moab calls for on-site disposal and capping of the 
t~lings pile. Atlas retained Harding Lawson Associates, Inc. to develop a project design 
and update the cost estimate for the reclamation phase of the project. 

Harding Lawson Associates' most probable cost estmiate for tailings pile and site 
reclamation is $21,099,850. The basis for their estimate is detailed in a letter report 
included as Attachment A, and is broken down info the following general categories: 

Site Remediation (of former plant 
site) · 
Construction Plan Preparation 
Tailings Pile Dewatering 
Construction Aggregate Sourcing 
Tailings Pile Cover Installation 
Site Restoration 
Compliance monitoring until 
license transfer to DOE (PV') 

$ 222,350 

$ 18,500 
$ 2,710,000 
$ 8,402,000. 
$ 5,011,200 
$ 1,097,300 
$ 1, 103,400 

Project Close-outs $ 85,000 
Project }vf anagement $ 1,666,900 

Adjustment for Inflation (2 years)· $ 783,200 
Total: $ 21,099,850 
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3. Groundwater Remediation Cost 

Various environmental studies have been undertaken as part of the Environmental Impact 
Statement and Technical Evaluation Report. On July 30, 1998, the USFW issued a final 
biological opinion on Atlas' proposed reclamation plan. (See USF\V press release online 
at wwwf6.fws.govlpressrel/98-33.htm). The USF\V determined that the proposal to cap 
the pile would jeopardize certain protected fish species in the Colorado River. The 
contaminant of concern is aminonia and water quality is only affected during periods of 
low flows. As such, USFW's opinion included an alternative to protect the fish while 
allO\.ving capping and site rem_ediation. The USFW alternative calls for: 

o a revised groundwater corrective action plan to reduce leaching from the pile and 
other sources; 

o standards for ammonia, a constituent of primary concern currently leaching from 
the pile; 

o future bioassay studies to refine ammonia standards; 
o USF'NS and NRC consultation to develop alternative concentration limits to 

protect fish species and human health; and, 
o mitigation through a one-time contribution to the program to recover listed 

Colorado fishes. 

NRC's consultant has completed a study ofleachate seepage rates from the tailings pile. 
The study will reportedly conclude that the seepage rate is approximately 40 gallons per 
minute, comparable to previous studies conducted on behalf of Atlas. 

Atlas' reclamation plan includes dewatering to accelerate consolidation of the tailings and 
reduction of seepage from the pile. Although tailings dewatering and the placement of 
the design cover \\'ill improved groundwater quality directly beneath and downgradient of 
the tailings pile, it is anticipated that the effects of these improvements will not be 
realized in discharges to the Colorado River for some years. As regulatory 
decisionmaker, the N"RC may be satisfied setting an alternative concentration limit for 
ammonia. If groundwater remediation for ammonia is necessary, Harding Lawson has 
concluded that there are two possible treatment alternatives: 

1. In-situ groundwater treatment with a permeable reactive wall. 
2. Extraction and treatment of groundwater contaminated with ammonia using an 

extraction trench. 

There is a possibility that the State of Utah's environmental regulatory agency may 
attempt to impose more stringent ground\vater standards. However, it is unclear whether 
the State has any jurisdiction in this area. Accordingly, it is unclear what position the 
State would take subsequent to NRC approval of the reclamation plan. Any attempt by 
the State to impose more stringent groundwater treatment requirements will be 
vigorously challenged by Atlas, and probably by the NRC as \Vell. 
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Harding L1\vson Associates has developed the follo\\,.fog cost estimates for the probable 
groundwater treatment altematives2

. 

Alternative 
No. A.vvroach 

1. Chemical Barrier Wall 
2. Ext. Trench/Evap. Pond 

Cavital Cost 

$4,810,000 
$2,430,000 

I 0-yr Discounted· 
O&~'vf Cost Total Cost 

$2,635,000 
$6.380,000 

$7,445,000 
$8,801,000 

Harding La\vson· Associates has submitted a firm estimate of $400,000 to prepare the 
groundwater corrective action plan (the "CAP") and submit it ro the NRC. The retained 
limit for groundwater shovvn on the conceptual term sheet includes a provision for 
preparation of the !!round water CAP. Harding Lawson Associates \vill be retained bv - - . 
EMSOURCE as the design and construction contractor for both the site reclamation and 
groundwater remediation (if required) phases of the Moab project. 

3. Project Location 

The mill site is located in Grand County, Utah on the northwest shore of the Colorado 
River,about three miles northwest of the city of Moab, Utah. Access to the site is by US 
Highway 191 north of the City of Moab. The 400-acre mill site is located on the outside 
bend of the Colorado River, at the southern terminus of Moab Canyon. To the north and 
west of the site are high sandstone cliffs. Across the river from the site is Moab Marsh. 
Moab is located to the southwest of the Marsh. Arches National Park is directly north of 
the site across US Highway 191. See Location Map, Attachment B. 

4. Operations History 

The Uranium Reduction Company (URC) originally constructed and licensed the Moab 
Uranium Mill in 1956. Atlas Corporation purchased the mill in 1962 and formed the 
Atlas Minerals Division to manage operations at the site. The mill was authorized to 
extract uranium oxide ("yellowcake") by acid and alkaline leach process and was 
licensed for the production of 850 metric tons annually. The majority of the ore came 
from the Big Indian Uranium District 80, located southwest of the mill. Between 1956 
and 1984, the mill reportedly processed approximately 10.5 million tons of uranium ore 
for the AEC. During the life of the mill, Atlas reportedly only used one tailings 
impoundment. 

In 1984, Atlas placed the mill on standby status. The processing facility and tailings 
impoundment encompasses approximately 200 acres. In 1988, Atlas began 

2 Harding Lawson Associates also developed a Worst Case groundwater remediation scenario which would 
employ the same technology as described in Alternative 2, but would call for removal of heavy metals and 
radionuclides in addition to treatment for ammonia. The estimated cost, including capital and operating 
costs, would be approximately S2i.9 million. Including removal of heavy metals and radionuclides would 
potentially increase the operating period from 10 to 30 years, hence the incre:Jse from Alternative 1. 
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decommissioning the mill, with the exception of an.office/warehouse structure .. Most of 
the manufacturing structures have been demolished and interim cover has been placed on 
the so-called tailings disposal area (the "tailings pile"). At its base, the tailings pile 
comprises 13 0 acres; .the top of the pile comprises 90 acres. It is estimated that the 
tailings pile displacement to be 6.5 million cubic meters of waste material (approximately 
10.5 million tons). 

5. Legal/Political Issues 

Pending Litigation 

Grand Canyon Trust, the Utah chapter of the Sierra Club, Grand Cqunty and some 
residents of Moab have filed a lawsuit against USFWS and the NRC alleging that the 
USFWS and NRC are violating the federal Endangered Species Act by allov,.ing the 
tailings to remain in place. The plaintiffs in the lawsuit have requested an injunction 
from the Court in order to prevent the NRC from issuing its final decision on the 
reclamation plan proposed by Atlas. The NRC has filed a motion to dismiss. The 
outcome of this matter will more than likely not be known before the close of the bid 
period. However, counsel for both NRC and Atlas _believes that the suit will be dismissed 
(See Salt Lake Tribune article, Attachment E). 

Proposed Legislation 

In· December 1998, US Congressman Chris Cannon (R-Utah) announced he plannedto 
introduce legislation in January 1999 to transfer regulatory responsibility for reclamation 
of Atlas' Moab site to the Department of Energy. See an article describing 
Representative Cannon's legislative proposal; Defense Cleanup, December 11, 1988, 
Attachment C. Representative Cannon has stated publicly his intent to limit Atlas' 
liability in any legislation that might be introduced . 

In a related event, the Secretary of Interior, Bruce Babbitt toured the site in early 
December 1998 with Utah's governor at the request of Park Service officials. His 
purpose presumably was to gather information regarding requests by some organizations 
that the tailings pile be relocated away from Moab to a secure disposal site. Various 
organizations, including the NRC, have estimated the cost of relocating the tailings pile 
in the range of $150 to $400 million. 

Secretary Babbitt reportedly said during his visit that it was the State's responsibility to 
take the initiative - and would have to provide some of the financing - for justifying and 
advocating an off-site remedy. However, during a November 1998 meeting between a 
senior official from the Utah Governor's office and Atlas, the Governor's representative 
said that the State of Utah did not plan to contribute to any of the cost of relocatin.g the 
pile from the Moab site. Secretary Babbitt reportedly said he thought that federal funds 
could be obtained to fund only a portion of the cost ofrelocating the tailings pile. 
Senator Batch's spokesman stated that while there is a lot of support for an off-site 
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remedy, getting. federal funds for the project might jeopardize funding for other important 
Utah projects. Hatch's spokesman also said it might be diffic_ult to argue against the 
numerous technical and scientific authorities (including NRC) that have. concluded that 
the pile can be safely capped and left on site. · 

For access to news and information on these issues, consult 
http://antenna. nllwiseluranium/udmoa. htm#OTHER 
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6. Regulatory Issues 

Atlas holds NRC Source Materials License SUA-917 (possession only status). Atlas' 
Reclamation Plan was put out for public comment in 1993 and in response to public 
interest, the 01'R.C decided to prepare a Technical Evaluation Report and an 
Environmental Impact Statement. The Final Technical Evaluation Report is available on 
line at www.nrc.gov/OPA/reportslmoab.htm. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS") was issued for public comment in 
January 1996. The Final Environmental Impact Statement will be completed on or 
shortly after January 8, 1999. Once copies of the FEIS have been made available to the 
public and EPA, a 30-day comment period will commence. At the end of the comment 
period, NRC will issue its final decision to Atlas in the form of a license amendment. 

As noted above, a tailings pile seepage study was recently completed by NRC's 
consultant. The results of that study may affect final cover specifications and NRC 
approval of Atlas' choice of a groundwater remedy, if any is deemed necessary . 

Although the NRC has approved the Moab Reclamation Plan in principle, it has not yet 
issued its final determination on the appropriate remedy for reclamation of the tailings 
pile, the former manufacturing plant site, and groundwater impacted by the tailings pile. 
NRC will issue its formal plan approval, which will be in the form of a license 
amendment, shortly after the EIS comment period closes. EMSOURCE anticipates NRC 
approval in February 1999 (see Salt Lake Tribune article, Attachment E). Atlas' 
reorganization plan approval is expected in April or May 1999. 

Important Note. EMSOURCE will be soliciting proposals for insurance coverage for 
both the site reclamation phase and the groundwater phase of the project. Responsive 
proposals for insurance coverage should clearly state terms and cost of coverage for the 
entire project, and separately price only the tailings pile and plant site reclamation phase 
of the project. Harding Lawson Associates has included in its estimate and scope 
transmittal a scenario analysis and cost estimate for the preferred and alternative 
approaches towards remediation of impacted groundwater. 

To search the NRC records for technical information and reports on Atlas' i\,foab 
uranium mill, go to http://www.nrc.gov/Excite!Excite_query.html and enter in your 
search words. 

7. Site Remediation 

Harding Lawson Associates' proposed schedule and cost estimate are included as 
Attachment A. The plan covers the following project elements: 

a Obtaining final NRC approval of tailings pile reclamation plan; 
~ Preparing a ground\vater corrective action plan; 
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a Mitigation of contaminated soils associated with the former plant site (by 
placement into the tailings pile in order to meet NRC unrestricted use limits); 

a Preparation of detailed construction plans; · 
a Dewatering the tailings pile; 
a Contouring and capping the tailings pile; 
a General site restoration; and · 
a 3 .5 years of project management and construction oversight. 

Reclamation of the 'tailings disposal area is scheduled to take approximately 3.5 years. 
Following reclamation of the tailings disposal area, NRC will transfer the operating 
license from Atlas to the Department of Energy. EMSOURCE's liability transfer 
transaction includes the transfer of approximately $700,000 from project funding to the 
Department of Energy who will be responsible for monitoring and control of the site as 
an NRC licensee, under the terms of a Long-Term Surveillance Plan (L TSP). 

8. Expert7ise of Design/Construction Firm 

As noted above, Harding Lawson Associates was retained by Atlas Corporation to 
perform numerous studies and to prepare a construction management plan for the Moab 
project. EMSOURCE has retained Harding Lawson Associates to be the design and 
construction engineering fimi responsible for completion of the Moab project. In 
addition to its long-term involvement with the Moab site, Harding Lawson Associates has 
considerable experience with successful reclamation of similar operations. See 
Attachment D for summary of pertinent Harding Lawson Associates project references. 

9. Project Finance 

At present, EMSOURCE plans to use a form of Trust Agreement to manage and disburse 
project funds. However, we are willing to entertain alternative proposals for "finite risk" 
mechanisms if it is in the best economic interests of our client and overall project 
structure. 

As currently contemplated, the project will be financed and the Trust funded via several 
sources of capital: 

a Cash; 
a Sale of real estate and water rights; 
a Title X payments from DOE; and 
a Proceeds of past CGL policy claims recovery. 

Note: Information about the Title X reimbursement program is available on line at 
www. oha. doe.govluranl. htm 
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10. Identified Project Risks 

EMSOURCE has identified a number of project risk categories that might affect the 
project, on either the cost or financing side of the transaction. EMSOURCE has 
conducted due diligence on the following categories of risk in structuring the liability 
transfer transaction: 

a Regulatory - NRC approval of tailings pile and site reclamation plan 
a Regulatory - NRC approval of groundwater remediation plan 
a · Regulatory-State of Utah groundwater remediation policy 
a Regulatory &financial -Title X funding statute sunset provisions 
a Financial - Title X funding approval ration and payment cycle 
a Financial - Water rights valuation 
a Financial - Real estate valuation 
a Political -Legislation to provide federal funding to relocate the tailing pile 
a Political - Community opposition to the proposed Atlas reclamation plan 
a Engineering- Trulings pile cover design 
a Engineering- Tailings pile de-watering 
a Engineering - Construction aggregate borrow sources 
a Engineering - Groundwater remediation · 
a Legal -Litigation regarding remedy selection 
a Legal -Bankruptcy Court involvement 
a Legal -CGL claims recovery 

11. Insurance Requi~ements 

EMSOURCE's objectives for the underwriting component of the Atlas Moab project are 
presented in the conceptual term sheet located at the beginning of this document. 

We are requesting quotations on a range of stop loss coverage limits. We will expect the 
underwriter to propose an appropriate retention amount for the overall project, breaking 
down the total retention into separate amounts for the tailings pile and groundwater · 
remediation phases. 

Underwriting proposal should be tiered with premiums for the specified limits and quoted 
for a range of retention amounts. EMSOURCE is open to receiving finite risk proposals 
in addition to the structure stated in the conceptual term sheet. 

-
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12. Proposed Schedule 

Milestones relevant to the underwriting process include the following: 

a January 12, 1999 
a January 22, 1999 
a January 27, 1999 
a Match 1999 
a April 1999 

PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL 

Environmental Impact Statement released by NRC 
Underwriting bids due to EMSOURCE 
EMSOURCE to select successful undenvriter proposal 
NRC issues decision on reclamation plan (projected] 
EMSOURCE binds insurance [projected] 
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13. Attachments 

A. Harding Lawson Associates, Inc. site reclamation and groundwater remediation 
cost estimate; January 7, 1999. 

B. Site location map. 

C. Article describing Representative Cannon's legislative proposal; Defense 
Cleanup, December 11, 1998. 

D. Harding Lawson Associates, Inc. relevant project references. 

E. Salt Lake Tribune Article, December 18, 1998 . 
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l'nited States Bankruptcy Court 

District of Colorado 
---,.------~ 

In re {Name o.1 Debtor) 

Atlas Corporation 

PROOF OF CLAIIVI 

Case Number 
98-23331 DEC 

NOTE:-This form should not be used to make a claim for an administrative expense arising after the commen.cement of 
the ~~;se. A "request• for payment of an administrative expense may be filed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 503. 

Name or Creditor 
(The,person or other entity to whom the debtor owes money or property) 

US Nuclear Re ulator Commission_ 
Name and Address Where Notices Should be Sent 

c(o Robert D. Clark 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
1961 Stout Street 1 Suite 1100 
Denver, CO 80294 

Telephone No. 3 0 3-8 4 4-3 8 8-5 

D Check box if y.ou .are aware that any
one else has filed a proof cl claim 
relating lo your claim. Attach copy pl 
statement giving particulars. · 

O Check bo.x if you have never received 
any notices from the bankruptc-1 court 
in this.case. 

O Check box if the address differs from 
the address on the envelope sent to 
you by the court. 

THIS SPACE IS FOR 
COURT USE ONLY 

: : ... 

ACC:OUNT OR OTHER NUMBER BY WHICH CREDITOR IDENTIFIES .DEBTOR: 
Check here ii this claim D replaces a previously filed claim, dated: ______ 

1 ~amends 

1. BASIS FOR CLAIM 

O Goods sold O Retiree benefits as defined. in 11 U.S.C. § 1114(a) 
O Wages, salaries, and compensation (Fill out below) -D Services perfomed 

D Money loaned Your socia.1 security number _________________ _ 

Unpaid compensation for services performed EJ Personal injury/wrongful death 
O·Taxes . from - to-------------
~Other (Describe briefly) Environmental Cleanup Claim. 1 (date) (date) 

" 
2. DATE DEBT WAS INCURRED 3. IF COURT JUDGMENT, DATE OBTAINED: 

N/A 
4 •. CLASSIFICATION OF CLAIM. Under the Bankruptcy Code all claims are classified as one or more cl the followi11g: (1) Unsecured nonpriority, 

; (2) Unsecured P:iority, (3) Secured. It is possible for part of a claim to be in one category .and part in another. . 
: CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX OR BOXES that best describe your claim and STATE THE AMOUNT OF THE CLAIM AT TIME CASE FILED. 

Cl SECURED CLAIM S O Wages, salaries, or commissions (up to $4000)," earned not more than 90 
Attach evider.ce of perfection of security interest days before filing of the bankruptcy petition or cessation of the debtor's busi-

: Brief Description of Collateral: ness, whichever is earlier-11 u.s,c. § 507(a)(3) 
D Real Estate O Motor Vehicle O Other (Describe briefly) O Contributions to an employee benefit plan-11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4) 

·-
Amtlunt cf arrearage and other charges at time case filed included in 
~~cured claim above, if any S ~------------

0 Up to $1,800' of deposits toward purchase, lease, or rental of property or 
services for personal, family, or household use-11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(6) 

UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS _______ _ 
A claim is unsecured if there is no collateral or lien on. property of the 

. debtor securing the claim or to the extent that the value of such prop
: , erty is less than the amount of the claim. 

O Alimony, maintenance, or support owed to a spouse, former spouse, or child-
11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(7) 

O Taxes or penalties of governmental units-11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(8) 

O Other-Specify applicable paragraph of 11 U.S.C. § 507(al:-0-· --,,---,, 
•Amounts are subject to adjustment on 4111198 and every 3 years .thereafter 
with respect to cases commenced on or after the date of adjustmenL 

5. TOTALAMOUNTOF 

(Unsecured) 

· CLAIM ATTHE TIME S ________ _ 
. CASE FILED: (Secured) 

s 44 million 
(Priority) . . 

s 44 million 
(Total) ( e st i 

p Check this box if claim includes charges in addition to the principal amount of the claim. Attach itemized statement of all additional charges. 

:s. CREDITS AND SETOFFS: The amount of all payments on this claim has been credited and deducted for the purpose of 
making this proof of claim. Jn filing this claim, claimant has deducted all amounts that claimant owes to debtor. 

!· 

·1. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: Attach cooies of supporting documea!S, such as promissory noles, purcha5e orders, 
' invoices. ilemized statements ·Of running accounts, ccntracts, court judgments, or evidence of security interests. H the 

documents are not ava~able, explain. H the documents are voluminous, attach a summary. · 

: ~8. 11ME·STAMPED COPY: To receive an acknowledgement of the fifing of your claim, enclose a stamped, self-addressed 
enveloped and copy of !hi aim. -

title, if any, of the creditor or.other person 
ttach copy of power of ~ttomey, if any) 

i, Director 
f A 

THIS SPACE IS FOR 
COURT USE ONLY 

nt claim: Fine of up to $500,000 or imprisonment for up t~ 5 years, or both. 18 U.S.C. §§ 152 and 3571 • 

. --- -·-··-----·----



Proof of Claim -Continued-

Atlas Corporation, 98-2333.1, DEC 

1. Basis for Claim 

Unliquidated costs for reclamation of the 400-acre Atlas Corporation site near Moab, Utah on 
which is located a 130 acre mill tailings pile. 

Estimated cost of reclamation is approximately $44 million (groundwater $25 million and 
surface reclamation $19 million). The Draft EIS indicates a cost of $17 million; however, that 
amount has increased over time, and additional processes will be required beyond those 
considered in the DEIS. 

The FEIS which will discuss these processes will be published in late January. The attached two 
letters from Atlas Corporation to the Nuclear· Regulatory Commission, dated August 7, 1998 
·(surface reclamation) and December 28, 1998 (groundwater) provide the basis for the current 
estimation of reclamation costs. The groundwater ~osts are estimated separately because they 
will be required irrespective of any alternative decision on the surface reclamation that is the 
subject of the license amendment which the FEIS addresses. 

Title II of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, as amended (UMTRCA), 42 
U.S.C. §§2014, 2021-22, 2092, 21111, et seq., 2201, 2231, provides the legal authority for th~ 
NuClear Regulatory Commission's decontamination, decommissioning, and recl~mation 
requirements. · 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

ATLAS CORPORATION 

(Moab, Utah) 

Docket No.(s) 40-3453-MLA-3 
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Washington, DC 20555 

Cullen Battle, Esq. 
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Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Richard Blubaugh, Vice President 
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Republic Plaza 
370 17th St., Suite 3050 
Denver, CO 80202 
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Thomas S. Moore 
Presiding Officer 
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Mail Stop - T-3 F23 
U~S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Lisa B. Clark, Esq. 
Office of the General Counsel 

Mail Stop - 0-15 Bl8 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Marie A. Kirk, Esq. 
Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund, Inc. 
1631 Glenarm Place, Suite 300 
Denver, CO 80202 

Gabrielle Sigel, Esq. 
Jenner & Block 

One IBM Plaza 
330 N. Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60611 
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